In Praise of Ellis Bird Farm
To:

Myrna Pearman, Claudia Lipsic, and all the Wonderful People of Ellis Bird Farm

From: Writers of the Inspirations Writing Retreat, Saturday, August 5, 2017

Inspirations – Jane Ross writes:
Expectations transform to ecstasy at Ellis Bird Farm.
Everywhere I look I find inspiration – so which way to look?
My eyes travel, my mind says one thing, my emotions another.
Expectations transform to gratitude at Ellis Bird Farm.
A flood of gratitude to the people who’ve created this place where
Birds sing, butterflies swoop, and weathered wood speak volumes.
Nature as artist. Nature as sculptor and conductor.
Why don’t we think more of Nature and the joy she brings?
Love rural to create memories where and how we can.

Inspirations - Cathie Bartlett writes:
All this – trees and flowers, songbirds and ducks, footpaths and
bridges – and if that wasn’t enough, there was a gazebo off in the
distance. Just the place for me to write. Once settled, I gazed across
the pond, watching the ducks diving for their dinner, listening to the
birds as they flitted about…

Inspirations – Joy LeBlanc writes:
As we wandered down the path from the parking lot we could see the
wonderful lush greenery, heard birds singing, watched children
fascinated with creatures in the pond and marveled at the beauty of
nature. Purple martins were busy bringing food to their young, As we
rounded the bend we came upon a little restaurant that brought a
delicious Montreal smoked meat sandwich and mussels from P.E.I. to
us as we sat among beautiful shrubs and colorful birds. A place that is
a "must" to visit again with other friends so they too can share the
wonders of this sanctuary.

Inspirations - Delores Kreutz writes:
Exploration is exciting!
At Ellis Bird Farm, children can climb steps under a canopy of trees.
Fish for bugs with butterfly nets off the dock. Watch and listen with
awe to the many birds.
What an adventure! All in a magical safe environment. Parents,
grandparents, and children make memories together.

Inspirations - - Kate Hansen writes:
The garden is a place
Where many things grow
Whether its planted for you
Or planted just for show
The garden is a graveyard
Where growing things part
As the winter approaches
And the air becomes tart

Inspirations – Lori Feldberg writes:
Learned from writing partner: Marie Hansen, from Red Deer is retired
from office work where she was involved in business writing as part of
the job. She saw our workshop at Ellis BF as a way to experience
something new and creative, citing that when she went to school, the
only 'serious writing' they did was penmanship! She now has 7
grandchildren and sees them writing and drawing and all the
associated excitement and creativity. She realizes what she's missed
out on as those were just not done in 'her days'. I hope she pursues
creative writing now that she's had a 'taste'!

Inspirations - Marie Hanson writes:
A beautiful August day, warm temperature and cloud covered sky.
Purple Martins feeding, chirping, singing, flying wildly about.
Children at Wetland Centre enthusiastically netting from the Pond.
A willow chair by Ellis Centre for resting and
observing insects at the many blossoms.
Meanwhile I hear the sound of a small waterfall at the water lily pond.
The water lilies are opening to the warm sun that has peeked through
blue and white clouds.

Inspirations - Rayne Johnson writes:
Directions Uncensored - from the perspective of the
Indigenous Heritage Circle
As I face the East purple martins soar about. East is new beginnings
where the sun rises every day. I know another realm exists further on
the other side of this Bird Sanctuary- I can only hear the roar as back
ground music to the chitter chatter of the birds. And to the South...

Inspirations - Lida Somchynsky writes:
I have placed a miniature blue-bird house embossed with exquisite
sepia patterning amongst the shoots of my exuberant growing spider
plan. It is a fitting memento of a glorious day of creativity that I spent
at Ellis Bird Farm at a writing retreat (and where these tiny bird-houses
may be purchased). We spent the afternoon in the surrounding
verdant meadows in contemplative thought and worked away on our
various projects. One could not help but be inspired by each other and
this magical place.

Inspirations – Dolores Ast writes:
What an atmosphere! I am completely captivated by the space around
me: the flowers, the deep, blue sky, the birds of every color and size
flitting around me – happy and singing, grasses swaying gently in the
soft summer breeze, the birds again discussing the world around
themselves and me! Why am I here? – my response to an opportunity
that I‘ve not had before or participated in before. I am absolutely
enthralled with this beautiful place of nature; I realize that I am
experiencing a positive, captivating treatment of my nature deficit
syndrome! What now becomes my responsibility?

Inspirations - Jack Ross writes:
I am reminded of French “aspirer” which means, ‘to breathe in’, as to
take in life-giving air or oxygen. Numerous elements at Ellis Bird
Farm speak of life and inspiration. Places have been created for
living things – birds, squirrels, plants, flowers, trees. Places for water
creatures. Environments to take in as inspiration gifted by nature.
Nature deficit syndrome is perpetuated by living apart from
nature. We are advised it can be rectified by exposure to a good
dose of nature, or life beyond human selves. As I write, a bird
delivers some “nature” to my paper!

Other Inspirations may be forthcoming

a very good
place for you to think and write

Ellis Bird Farm Photos by Jack Ross, August 5, 2017

SUMMER 2018
In response to several of
your enquiries about other
writing retreats “like this one”
Battle River Writing Centre
is pleased to announce

Creations Writing Retreat
in August, 2018.
We are open to venue suggestions!
Contact: Jane Ross, source21@telus.net

